F 0 R T Y     THOUSAND      A O A 1 N S T     T II E     ARCTIC
I had made a mistake in calling the earth mangy and ugly
while we flew above it. The tundra has a beauty of its own.
Vegetation is sparse, but is still a miniature copy of our own
plant life. There arc no trees, but each tiny moss represents
a more or less true replica of one, with branches only a
fraction of an inch in length and thickness. There were
also most of our Alpine plants, only edelweiss, which grow
abundantly in the plains of Southern Siberia, were missing.
The bluebells, marsh marigolds and forget-me-nots made
up in intensity of colour and harmony of shape what they
had lost in size by emigrating to these rough-tempered
regions.
Rummaging in the undergrowth the first morning I found
an elephant's tusk. It was only for a split second that I
wondered how it had got to this steep bank of the Khatanga
river in the Arctic. Even a very clever elephant would not
have climbed over the Himalaya and trotted across the Kara
Kum deserts all the way through Siberia. And a clever
elephant would have known that the Arctic was no place
for him. The one whose tusk I found had lived here sixty
thousand years ago. A mammoth !
'The tusk will be taken away soon/ the station chief
assured me later. cWe have sent a wireless message, and
as soon as a boat can be spared they will collect this one,
with many others, and send it to the ivory market in
London. It'll be good enough for billiard balls or piano
keyboards. Cheaper qualities though., because, after all,
it is a little out of date!'
Towards the evening of the second day we got a telegram
from Nordvyk. 'Come,' it said.
'The weather's all right now/ Saclkov assured us as we
started. We left at about n p.m. Ten minutes after the
start I slept firmly, wrapped up in a dogskin sleeping-bag
stretched out between newspaper bundles, bags and petrol
cans behind the pilot's seat. Natasha Alexandrovna dozed
with her head leaning against the shoulder of Comrade
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